


highlights of Hippocrates Oath: the power of the Physician !
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View of the Askleipion of Kos

I swear by Apollo the physician, and Aesculapius the surgeon, 
likewise Hygeia and Panacea, and call all the gods and goddesses 
to witness, that I will observe and keep this underwritten oath…

… Nor shall any man's entreaty prevail upon me to administer 
poison to anyone; neither will I counsel any man to do so. 
Moreover, I will give no sort of medicine to any pregnant woman, 
with a view to destroy the child.

Whatsoever house I may enter, my visit shall be for the convenience and advantage of the patient; and I will 
willingly refrain from doing any injury or wrong from falsehood, and from acts of an amorous nature, whatever 
may be the rank of those who it may be my duty to cure, whether mistress or servant, bond or free.
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If I faithfully observe this oath, may I thrive and prosper in my fortune and profession, and live in the estimation of 
posterity; or on breach thereof, may the reverse be my fate!

Whatever, in the course of my practice, I may see or hear (even when not invited), whatever I may happen to obtain 
knowledge of, if it be not proper to repeat it, I will keep sacred and secret within my own breast.



Treatment of Disease before 1900

dr. Chris R. Mol, BME, NORTEC, 2015 

Historic focus of disease treatment: 
• health products found in nature
• locally accumulated ‘home remedies’ 
• surgery / dentistry
• care for the dying and the insane

… with very little ‘medical equipment’

“… and those illnesses not cured by home 
remedies were left to run their natural, 

albeit frequently fatal, course.”
Traditional Medicine on a market in Madagascar
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Early Surgery and Dentistry

dr. Chris R. Mol, BME, NORTEC, 2015 

In the European Middle Ages dentistry 
and surgery was performed by barbers

Brain surgery in 
pharaonic Egypt

surgical tools Medieval Islamic 
dentistry
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19th Century inventions
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1800 - Volta: invents the battery
1827 - Ohm: Ohm's law (Electricity)
1827 - Avogadro: Avogadro's law (Gas law)
1831 - Faraday discovers electromagnetic induction
1838 - Schleiden: all plants are made of cells
1843 - Joule: Law of Conservation of energy 
1846 - Morton: discovery of anesthesia
1848 - Kelvin: absolute zero
1858 - Virchow: cells can only arise from pre-existing cells
1859 - Darwin: Theory of evolution by natural selection
1861 - Pasteur: Germ theory
1865 - Mendel: Mendel's laws of inheritance, basis for genetics
1873 - Maxwell: Theory of electromagnetism
1875 - Crookes invented the Crookes tube and cathode rays
1895 - Röntgen discovers x-rays
1896 - Becquerel discovers radioactivity
1897 - Thomson discovers the electron in cathode rays
1898 - Curie discovers polonium, radium, and "radioactivity"

The 19th century was an era of rapidly 
accelerating scientific discovery and 

invention, with significant developments in 
the fields of mathematics, physics, 
chemistry, biology, electricity, and 

metallurgy that laid the groundwork for the 
technological advances of the 20th century
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Electro-cardiogram recording
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different placements of ECG electrodes 
emphasize different electro-cardiac 

phenomena (‘viewing angle’)

each ECG component can be associated 
with certain electrical activities in the heart

(P,Q,R,S,T are still used definitions from Einthoven !) 
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Electronic amplification (1940s)

Start of many Medical Electronics applications from technology 
developed in university R&D labs such as solid state electronics 
(transistor, 1947) and advances in materials knowledge

• vector electro-cardiography
• bioelectric signals EEG, EMG
• cardiac pacemaker
• intracellular activity measurement

Building of many hospitals in (‘Western’) societies that became 
rapidly richer. 

Start of Medical Physics departments in hospitals
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Military innovation has often decided history 

dr. Chris R. Mol, BME, NORTEC, 2015 

Horse and Carriage

Longbow man vs classic archer

Greek Phalanx Greek fire

Gatlin Gun Nuclear Bomb
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Military Innovation
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Computer science and computer engineering were shaped, in the first decades of digital 
computing, almost entirely by military funding. 

Most of the basic component technologies for digital computing were developed through the 
course of a program to develop an automated radar shield. 

Virtually unlimited funds enabled two decades of research that only began producing useful 
technologies by the end of the 50s. More so than with previously-established disciplines 
receiving military funding, the culture of computer science was permeated with a Cold War 
(Soviet Union & the West) military perspective.
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Examples of military inventions leading to Medical equipment: 
• Nuclear Medicine (atomic age !)
• submarine sonar counter measures >> ultrasound 

applications
• artificial heart valves (durable materials)
• image intensifiers (originally for night viewing)
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1970s: Electrical safety issues lead to Clinical Engineering

dr. Chris R. Mol, BME, NORTEC, 2015 

1971 - Magnetic Resonance Imaging 
1971 - Computed Tomography (CT Scan)
1972 - Insulin Pump 
1973 - Laser Eye Surgery (LASIK) 
1974 - Liposuction 
1976 - First commercial PET scanner
1980 - First commercial MRI scan

‘Thousands of deaths expected from electrical currents through the heart during catheterization’ 

Discussions on (expensive) Isolated Power systems

First certified programs for ‘clinical engineers’ (and BMET’s)
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… and an increasing need for understanding of high tech issues in the hospital
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Safety issues
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death from electrical currents ?

cancer from X-ray ?

damage from ultrasound radiation ? 

birth control pills leading to child deformations 

damage from high Tesla field strength ?

ALARA principle (As Low As Reasonably Achievable)

risk  versus benefit

mobile phone damage to head / hearing ? 

Electricity damage of HV lines ?
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Innovations over the past decades (examples)
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3Tesla MR systems

3D ultrasound

3D CT reconstructions

interventional techniques
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Current innovations (examples)
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Surgical Robots, 
Minimally invasive surgery, 

Tele-surgery 

Hybrid Operating 
Rooms

Manufacturing of patient specific implants
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Future innovations
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The Human Brain Project is a large 10-year scientific research project, 
established in 2013, largely funded by the European Union, which aims to 
provide a human whole brain model within its 10 year funding period. Its 
total costs are estimated at €1.19 billion. A similar program is running in the 
USA. 

Analysis of personal DNA – via DNA chips - will lead to personalized cancer 
cures 

Genetic manipulation promised to help overcome genetic diseases
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An old wish to become reality ?
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The creation of this presentation was supported by a grant from THET: 

see  https://www.thet.org/
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